The equivalence of the representations of the Weyl algebra for CP~+l in a box induced by the dressing transformation of Glimm and the unitary dressing transformation is studied. Equivalence is shown for the simplified model in which only the most singular portion of the interaction is kept.
I. INTRODUCTION
A method for constructing dressing transformations for certain field theory models has been developed by Glimm. 1 This method employs a sequence of operators that are not unitary. In Refs. 2 and 3 an alternate construction is developed employing unitary operators. In Ref. 4 results are obtained on the equivalence of different dressing transformations constructed for ¢~+1 by the method of Glimm. In this paper we obtain some results on the equivalence of the representations of the Weyl algebra induced by the transformations of Glimm and by the unitary transformations for a simplified ¢~+1 model-keeping only the most singular terms-in a box.
II. BASIC MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
Corresponding to a cut-off momentum A the Hamiltonian is written as HA =H OA +VA +~A with HOA = E wkatab
Here ¢ A contains only operators a k and a k with 1 k 1 :s A: ~ (2) and I5M(2) are the renormalization constants £ppropriate\o this modified ¢~+1 model, and the numbers following the bars indicate that in the Wick expansion of :¢~: only the terms with four creation or four annihilation operators are kept, and in the Wick expansion of :¢x: only the terms in one creation and one annihilation operator are kept.
We define V" as the sum of terms in the expansion of V for which the maximum absolute value of a momentum k max satisfies
a is a large number chosen to ensure certain properties of the dreSSing transformations to be constructed. Note that
We use the same definition of r as used in Refs. 2 and 3, and let P(s) be the projection onto states with particle number spectra :s s.
Define
The Un are unitary operators defining the unitary dressing transformation. 
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Now let V: (V,-;-) be the terms in V n containing only creation operators (annihilation operators)
(12) Equation (11) defines a particular truncation (our construction satisfies condition C 6 of the second paper in Ref. 4). The Tn define Glimm's dressing transformation.
We define A(n):
Finally we let :D be the subspace of vectors in Fock space with finite particle number and momentum components in a bounded region of momentum space.
m. GLIMM'S DRESSING TRANSFORMATION
For vectors q;, t/I in:D we define an inner product
Inner products without subscripts indicate inner products in Fock space. The completion of :D in this product defines a Hilbert space Xg. If C is an appropriate operator-sayan element of the Weyl algebrathen the matrix element of the operator C as it appears in this representation is given by
We do not know whether an application of the Gel'fand construction will lead to a Hilbert space larger than Xg.
IV. UNITARY DRESSING TRANSFORMATION
For vectors q;, t/I in :D we define an inner product (16) Thus the completion of :D in this product, Xu, is formally identical to Fock space. If C is an appropriate operator then we shall define a transformed operator C' and define so that all the information on the unitary dreSSing transformation is contained in the transformation from C to C'. Formally, (17) (18) Initially the limit in (18) 
v. RELATION BE'lWEEN THE 'lWO TRANSFOR-

MATIONS
We define the operators Rn:
defined initially on:D. We now define
We claim R is an isometric operator relating the two dressing transformations as follows:
m-oo m m,n n n m m,n n n
The statements of (18), (22) , and (23) detail the relation between the two dressing procedures:
We do not know whether the range of R is all of Xu. The statements of (22) and (23) follow from the following three theorems. 
VI. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
It is clearly sufficient to prove 00 L: I(Rn-Rn-1)11/I)1 <00.
where to simplify notation we have abbreviated
6.=6. n , prvp = P(n 2 )rV nP(n2),
(25)
For a given 1/1 E:D and n large enough, the erv;' in (25) can be dropped so that
It is known by the work of Glimm (and can also easily be I?roven using estimate 5 of Ref.
3) that
ITs I 1/1) I e-(1 /2) A{ S) is uniformly bounded in s so that it is sufficient to consider 29) and to show :0 on < 00. We proceed to study 6. -1 (using the fact that for n large P may sometimes be replaced by 1):
[n/4)-1 ( 
[n/4)-r (_ trv+)S
where (3 can be made arbitrarily large by choosing ex large. The contribution of this term to III -11 contributes a term that for (3 large ensures 6 6 N < 00 pro-
The conclusion of the proof is contained in the result that the norm of this term is uniformly bounded in n upon the vectors it acts on. One piece of this is the estimate
The remaining problem is to estimate Federbush, ibid. 68, 94 (1971) .
and (rV+)dT n-lllJ!) has particle number less than r + 4d + 6 ::~ is·4, which is less than r + 4d + ~n2. The Xa are the infinitesimal operators of the group and are related to the killing vectors ~~ which generate the group by
